SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA
- SING THE SONG OF THE UNKNOWN "Substantia Innominata" is the 10" VINYL - series by Drone Records, presenting works inspired by or related
to "the Unknown" around or within us.

OUT NOW (October 2012):

SUB-17 • ILLUSION OF SAFETY
"Sweet Dreams"
ILLUSION OF SAFETY started in Chicago almost 30 years ago with their vision of
dark & morbid atmospheric industrial music and soon became one of the
inventors of what was then called 'Ambient Industrial', the marriage of these two
very different styles & approaches. Since then, IOS never failed to surprise their
listeners, going through many musical changes with various live members using
elements of improvisation, electro-acoustic music, sound collages, sublime
drones (especially in the 90's before it became a well-known notion) and noise
(and only imagine that JIM O'ROURKE started his career as the 19-year old live
guitarist of ILLUSION OF SAFETY!).
We are very happy IOS (at this time mastermind DANIEL BURKE only) recorded
pieces for our special concept 10" series that again mark a very unexpected
change: SWEET DREAMS is an almost 'psychedelic' record, using many
incredible acousmatic sounds deriving from field recordings, instrumental sources
(such as acoustic guitars) and synths, which build together repetitive pulsing
patterns & hypno-loops that suck you in. But IOS wouldn't be IOS if it weren't for
surprising breaks, cut-ups, crackling sounds and other interferences.... To us, this sounds like 70's psych-space tunes
transformed by today's experimental & compositional consciousness..
Three pieces, 22+ mins, mastered by THOMAS DIMUZIO, 500 copies pressed on beautiful & unique 3-colour (green,
blue & white) vinyl & with artwork by Berlin-based designer TILMANN BENNINGHAUS. Release date: Oct 25, 2012.

NEXT RELEASES: COLUMN ONE, BRUME, THOMAS DIMUZIO, MOLJEBKA PVLSE, BASS
COMMUNION, JOHN DUNCAN, TOY BIZARRE/CEDRIC PEYRONNET, etc... !!!
PREVIOUS RELEASES / AVAILABLE BACK-CATALOGUE:
SUB-16 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM - Atanimonni Aitnatsbus the fantastic Russian experimental drone/ethno/trance project
with two long tracks of stunning multi-layered compositions, hyper-dense & fluid; using lots of detail-sounds from animals, analogue
synths, female eastern voices, bells & gongs, etc.... cover-art by ARTYOM OSTAPCHUK, comes on sky-blue & white mixed vinyl
SUB-15 [AD]VANCE[D] - 24 the Dutch master of loopy trance-inducing collages (ex VANCE ORCHESTRA) has collected field
recordings from a full day of his existence and processed them to form an atmospheric travelogue. The aural world seen from a
subsconscious perspective. Cover by ROBERT SCHALINSKI (COLUMN ONE); 500 copies pressed in flamed solid white & black vinyl
SUB-14: YEN POX - Universal Emptiness finally NEW material by the "almost legendary" US-duo, working with deep e-bass
sounds to create a really isolationistic mass of darkest cosmic ambience; artwork by EYELYFT, over 30 min. playtime, black vinyl!
SUB-13: NADJA - Ruins of Morning experience the avantgardish drone-metal duo at their most dark & beautiful; 500 copies on
GOLDen vinyl, fantastic artwork by Marcin Lojek. Two very long tracks, playtime 40+ minutes !! This is also the very first 10" vinyl from
NADJA. -> LAST COPIES!
SUB-12: KALLABRIS - Music for very simple Objects one of the most mysterious & thought-provoking German experimental
projects with a bizarre formation of sequential sounds derived from field recordings; "substantia innominata et principium innominatum"
(Kallabris). Great full colour artwork by Mal Hoeschen (Multer, Genesungswerk), transparent flour green vinyl
SUB-11: OLHON - Lucifugus Project of BAD SECTOR & WHERE using pure sounds from an abandoned large metal water tank
located in a forest in Tuscany; orange vinyl, artwork by Tilmann Benninghaus
SUB-10: MICHAEL NORTHAM - Suhina An ode for the wind moving through trees. white vinyl, artwork by Indian artist ROHINI
SUB-09: VOICE OF EYE - Substantia Innominata Great return of the sublime duo from New Mexico, almost 40 minutes of new
material! clear vinyl with golden dust
SUB-08: HUM - The Spectral Ship Universal drone-ambience, sound that exists with no impact of two subjects in contact
SUB-07: OÖPHOI - Potala A movement into the center of holy places, first ever vinyl by the Italian deep ambient master
SUB-06: RLW - Contours Imaginaires Few seconds of piano sounds, the rest is imagination. A masterpiece by the ex P16D4
+ some last copies of older SUBs still available, too..
SUB-XX: SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA STARTER SET: Choose 10 SUB- releases of our 10" series for a special price!

All 10" vinyls with full colour cover & pressed on colour vinyl (usually), in editions of 500 copies
SINGLE PRICE: € 12.00 // SUBSCRIPTION POSSIBLE // ask for WHOLESALE PRICES
www.substantia-innominata.de // full mailorder-catalogue at: www.dronerecords.de

